INTRODUCTION
Semi-submersible platforms, one of the most widely used for deep-water applications due to their reuse ability and mobility, have gained popularity in recent decades with on-going development of deep-water oil and gas exploration. The horizontal brace is one of the main structures in semi-submersible platforms which serves as the supporting structure especially when the platform encounter horizontal tension load in ocean engineering. Although the safety design standards for this kind of structures are quite strict, cracks inescapably are initiated during their service life. The presence of such cracks at critical locations can compromise the safety of the whole structure such as the catastrophic fracture failure of Alexander L. Kielland in 1980, which resulted from a single circumferential crack at the boundary of its horizontal brace (Almar et al., 1984) .
To ensure the safety and reliability of the semi-submersible platforms which would be subject to very harsh marine environment during their service life, analysis of the mechanical characteristics of a cracked horizontal brace is necessary. The problem of brace structure with a crack has been investigated by a number of authors (Sanders, 1987; Brighenti, 2000; Andrea et al., 2007) . In most of the articles cited, the crack has been assumed to be a surface crack or present far away from boundary. However, a circumferential through-crack in a horizontal brace usually lies at the boundary where stress concentration in high such as the crack-induced total losses of the semisubmersible platforms of Sedco in 1967 , Alexander L. Kielland in 1980 and Ocean Ranger in 1982 (Maier, 1985 Inge and Odd, 2005; Colin et al., 2014) . As for the method of computational analysis, the most popularly applied method to analyse the characteristics of cracked brace structures is the nite element method whose effectiveness has been accepted by the engineering community. Nevertheless, the nite element method should be carried out for every member and structure system with local defective elements else the nonlinear calculations will be inef cient and would require spending signi cant amount of resources. Therefore, the theoretical analysis is still necessary.
The present article aims to investigate an analytical method calculating the mechanical characteristics of semi-submersible platform's horizontal brace having a circumferential through-crack at the boundary.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The horizontal braces of the semi-submersible platform are of medium length which means that the radius of the cross section is signi cantly smaller than the length of the horizontal braces. From the viewpoint of the shell theory, the semi-submersible platform's horizontal braces belong to the mid-long cylindrical shell category. Regarding the length of circumferential through-cracks on the brace structures, historical records show that such cracks are very long (Reason; 1997) . For instance, in the disastrous event of semi-submersible platform Alexander L. Kielland (Figure  1 ), the circumferential through-crack near the boundary of the horizontal brace had propagated to almost 67% of circumferential length of the brace before fracture (Moan, 2007) . Above all, the characteristic equation of the horizontal brace could be expressed under a semi-membrane state, in which, characteristic functions vary more slowly in the axial direction than that in the circumferential direction. In this paper, a horizontal brace of a semi-submersible platform with a circumferential through-crack present at the boundary between the horizontal brace and the column of the semi-submersible platform is considered. The column is assumed to be considerably stiffer than the horizontal brace and is subjected to a tension load as illustrated in Figure 2 , where a coordinate system and load direction have also been shown. Under a semi-membrane state (Sanders, 1987 ) the characteristic equation satis ed by each of the two complex characteristic functions and , which are related to each other by 2 / z 2 = 2 is (1) Here, is a small parameter given by
-1/2 where h and R are the thickness and radius respectively of the horizontal brace of the semi-submersible platform and is Poisson's ratio. Then, the expression of dimensionless complex displacements u, v, and w, stress functions z , , and can be given in terms of and by (2) The complete solution c to the problem presented in this article can be expressed as c = s + b , where s is the solution obtained by the existence of the circumferential through crack at the boundary and b is the elementary solution composed of simple axial tension solutions, rigid-body motion solutions (for which stresses disappear) and null solutions (for which displacements disappear). The elementary solution for a cylindrical shell was derived by Sanders (1972) as (3) Here, a, b, c, d are constants unknown and T is dimensionless load parameter corresponding to tension load T which can be de ned as T =T/ (2 Rh F ), where F is yield stress of the material. Since there is a static-geometric analogy between displacements and stress functions and Sanders had derived the expression for the stress functions in terms of integrals of the effective Kirchhoff edge resultants, the treatment of the boundary condition is thus simpli ed (Sanders, 1980) . The displacements (u, v, and w) and Kirchhoff edge load (T z , T , V and M n ) are used to analyze the boundary conditions of the cracked section of horizontal brace, shown as in Fig 3 (a) . This section is composed of circumferential through-crack, tensile plastic zone, elastic zone and compressive zone, shown as in Fig 3 (b) . The opening angle of the circumferential through-crack is 2 , while the angle and mark the beginning of tensile plastic zone and compressive plastic zone of the brace away from the crack, respectively.
On the free surface of the crack (0 < ) there is no acting force and the boundary conditions may be written as T z =T =V=M n =0. The tensile stress equal to the yield stress F acting on the tensile plastic zone ( < ) of the crack section in axial direction of the brace and the plastic deformation exist in this zone. Additionally, there should be no circumferential displacement, considering the rigid constraint of the crack on this section. Therefore, the boundary conditions in this zone lead to v=V=M n =0 and Tz=1. Contrary to the tensile plastic zone, the compressive stress equal to the yield stress F acting on the compressive plastic zone ( < ) of the cracked section and the boundary condition can be obtained as v=V=M n =0 and Tz=-1. Additionally, the boundary condition of elastic zone ( < ) of the cracked section can be obtained as u=v=w= w/ z=0. The expression for the boundary values of the stress functions in terms of prescribed edge load Tz, T , V and M n acting on the edge z=0 derived by Sanders (1972) which could simplify the treatment of boundary conditions as follows, (4) (5) The boundary condition mentioned above can be obtained in terms of the characteristic functions and following Equations (2), (4) and (5) as (6) (7) (8) (9) The symbol R{} denotes the real part of the expression in brackets and the subscript c means that the expressions are in terms of the complete characteristic functions. With Equations (3), (6), (7), (8), and (9), the particular integral s at the boundary que to the existence of the crack turns into (14) and (15) 
Additionally, by using Equations (16) and (17), the boundary condition of Equations (10), (11), (12) and (13), can be expressed in the equivalent form as follows, (18 at are continuous from simply checking), from which eleven equations can be obtained. Four more equations can be found for the real parts and the imaginary parts equal to zero in Equation (16). There are thus fteen conditions to determine the fteen constants and all the constants can be nally determined by means of algebraic methods.
The extensions of the plastic zones and with given and T can be determined by the following simultaneous transcendental equations (24) (25)
The dimensionless crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) subjected to the tension load can be obtained as (26) where For tearing after the crack growth started, the crack tip opening angle (CTOA) based on Dugdale model de ned by Sanders (1987) is (27) The crack growth hypothesis set by Budiansky (1985) is that the crack opening shape in the neighbourhood of the crack tip remains invariant as the crack grows which means that the CTOA remains constant in the process of the stable growth of the crack. According to the Equation (27), the Equation (26) can be put in the following form, (28) Where c is the CTOA re ecting tearing resistance.
In the absence of such a zone where the compressive plastic zone of the crack section does not appear ( = ), the tearing equation is restated as in the following form by Equation (28) (29) where When the compressive plastic zone appears ( < ), the parameters of , and T could be regarded as the functions of and the tearing equation becomes (30) where
SOLUTIONS
The results of mathematical model proposed in this article to calculate the mechanical characteristic of semi-submersible platform's horizontal brace with a circumferential through-crack at the boundary between horizontal brace and column loaded by tension may be applied in the full range of fracture, including the crack growth from elasticity to full plasticity and the solution process is simple as the analytical solution is found. At the beginning of the solution, basic parameters including parameters of the horizontal brace and initial angle of the crack are input for the solutions. An initial tension load should be assigned to start the calculation for stationary crack. As explicit solution for plastic zones of the cracked section of horizontal brace is hard to nd from Equations (24) and (25), assuming initial 0 and initial 0 is necessary. Two more parameters, f and , are de ned based on Equations (24) and (25) After |f|< is satis ed, the solution for plastic zones of the cracked horizontal brace is complete. Then, the output of and can be input into Equation (26) to determine the CTOD. If the crack growth condition is satis ed when the CTOD extends to the critical CTOD, the solution for stationary crack is done, or else the tension load input should be modi ed as T=T+dT.
The output of calculations of the stationary crack may be used to start the solution for crack growth. When the parameter of which marks the beginning of compressive plastic zone of the cracked section of horizontal brace equal , modify the angle of crack as = +d to solve the new characteristics of the cracked section following Equations (24), (25) and (29) until the compressive plastic zone appears. Similarly, modify the angle of crack as = +d following Equations (24), (25) and (30) until the cracked section is in full plastic ( = ). Thus, the solutions of the mechanical characteristics of semi-submersible platform's horizontal brace having a circumferential through-crack at the boundary are obtained and the detailed process is shown in Figure 4 .
EXAMPLES
To illustrate the previous model with some examples, a typical semi-submersible platform with circumferential through-crack at the boundary between the horizontal brace and column is selected with parameters of the horizontal brace including the radius R=0.915m, thickness h=0.0308m, Poisson's ratio =0.3, Young's Modulus E=210GPa and yield stress of the material F =400MPa.
As shown in Figure5, a crack angle has been chosen as = /6 to analyze the characteristic variation of stationary crack. The CTOD on the circumferential throughcracked section increase smoothly when the horizontal brace of the semi-submersible platform is subjected to small tension loads and increases sharply when subjected to larger tensions (Figure 5a ). The elastic zone of the horizontal brace's cracked section, whose variation tendency is contrary to the variation tendency of plastic zone ( Figure  5a ), decrease with the tension load until the cracked section is in the full plastic condition. The relationship between tension and crack growth where P 0 indicates the initial angle of the crack, P 1 indicates the point crack growth started and P 2 indicates ultimate carrying capacity of the horizontal brace, as shown in Figure 6a , applied the full range of fracture from stationary crack to plastic collapse. The angle of the circumferential through-crack remains unchanged with tension load increase until crack growth started and the crack propagate quickly after the carrying capacity of horizontal brace reaches the ultimate load. Figure 6b , because the initial angle had the value of bearing area of the cracked section of the horizontal brace. The crack initiation load increase with the critical crack tip displacement while the ultimate load remains almost the same, as shown in Figure 6c . Contrary to the variation of crack initiation load and ultimate load under different critical crack tip displacement, as shown in Figure 6d , the crack initiation load remains almost the same while the ultimate load increases with the critical crack tip angle. Both the crack initiation load and ultimate load are larger when the material has a bigger yield stress, as shown Figure 6e . Additionally, the Young's Modulus of the material has little effect on the crack initiation load and ultimate load of the horizontal brace with a circumferential through-crack at the boundary, as shown in Figure 6f .
CONCLUSIONS
(1) The crack tip opening displacement as well as the plastic zone of the cracked section increase smoothly when the horizontal brace is subjected to small tension while it increases sharply when loaded with larger tensions. The elastic zone whose variation tendency is contrary to the variation tendency of plastic zone decreases with the tension load until the cracked section is in the full plastic condition.
(2) The angle of the crack remain unchanged with tension increase until crack growth started and the crack propagate quickly after the carrying capacity of horizontal brace reaches the ultimate load.
(3) The crack initiation load and the ultimate load vary dramatically with the initial angles and yield stress compared with critical CTOD, critical CTOA and Young's Modulus.
